COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES & NATURAL RESOURCES
2011-2012 COMMITTEES

Bylaws are posted at
(Chairs given in bold type)

BYLAWS COMMITTEE
The Bylaws Committee is the faculty body that reviews and makes appropriate recommendations regarding the bylaws. Its charges are (1) to review the Constitution and Bylaws of The University of Tennessee and College in response to changes in The University of Tennessee policies and to requests from the faculty, and 2) to propose revisions to the bylaws for action by the faculty.

Dr. John Stier  
Office of the Dean, ex officio  
jestier1@utk.edu
Dr. Fred Allen  
Plant Sciences  
allenf@utk.edu
Dr. Burt English  
Agricultural & Resource Economics  
benglish@utk.edu
Dr. M. Reza Hajimorad  
Entomology & Plant Pathology  
mrh@utk.edu
Dr. David P. Harper  
Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries  
dharper4@utk.edu
and UTIA Advisory Council rep
Dr. Martha Keel  
Family & Consumer Sciences  
mkeel@utk.edu
Dr. Lisa I. Muller  
Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries  
lmuller@utk.edu
Dr. Mark Radosевич  
Biosystems Engr & Soil Science  
mrad@utk.edu
Dr. F. Neal Schrick  
Animal Science  
fschrick@utk.edu
Dr. Qixin Zhong  
Food Science & Technology  
qzhong1@utk.edu

GRADUATE ACADEMIC COUNCIL
The CASNR Graduate Academic Council is the faculty body that reviews, discusses and recommends to the entire CASNR faculty changes to graduate-level courses, curricula and policy. Each academic program may have a representative selected by the department head.

Dr. Caula Beyl  
ex officio rep to the UT Graduate Council  
cbeyl@utk.edu
Dr. Paul Ayers  
Biosystems Engineering  
pdayers@utk.edu
Dr. Ernest Bernard  
Entomology & Plant Pathology  
ebernard@utk.edu
Dr. David Buckley  
Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries  
dbuehler@utk.edu
and Proxy to UT Graduate Council
Dr. Lannett Edwards  
Animal Science  
iedwards@utk.edu
Dr. Michael Essington  
Soil Science and Chair UT Grad Council  
messington@utk.edu
Dr. Don Hodges  
CASNR Rep to UT Grad Council  
dhodges2@utk.edu
Dr. William Klingeman  
Plant Sciences  
wklingem@utk.edu
Dr. Roland Roberts  
Agricultural & Resource Economics  
rrobert3@utk.edu
Dr. Carrie Stephens  
cfritz@tennessee.edu
Dr. John Stier  
Office of the Dean  
jstier1@utk.edu
Dr. Lana Zivanovic  
Food Science & Technology  
szivanov@tennessee.edu
Mr. Alex J. McLemore  
Biosystems Engineering  
amclemo1@utk.edu
Ms. Jessica P. Harris  
Animal Science  
jharri50@utk.edu

UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC COUNCIL
The CASNR Undergraduate Academic Council is the faculty body that reviews, discusses and
recommends to the entire CASNR faculty changes to undergraduate-level courses, curricula and policy. Each academic program may have a representative selected by the department head. The CASNR Student Council executive committee selects two student representatives.

Dr. Jennifer Franklin  Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries  jafranklin@utk.edu
Dr. Richard Heitmann  Animal Science  rheitman@utk.edu
Dr. P. L. Lambdin  Entomology & Plant Pathology  plambdin@utk.edu
**Dr. Joanne Logan**  Environmental & Soil Sciences  loganj@utk.edu
Dr. John Mount  Food Science & Technology  jmount@utk.edu

**Rep to UT UG Council**
Dr. William Park  Agri. & Resource Economics  wpark@utk.edu
Dr. Bryan Q. Patterson  Agri. Leadership, Educ. & Comm.  patterbq@utk.edu
Mr. Andrew Pulte  Plant Sciences  apulte@utk.edu
Dr. John Stier  Office of the Dean  jstier1@utk.edu
Dr. Daniel Yoder  Biosystems Engineering  dyoder@utk.edu
Ms. Shannon Krzeski  Food Science & Technology  skrzeski@utk.edu
Mr. Joseph “Joey” Owle  Environmental & Soil Sciences  jowle@utk.edu

**KEY PLACEMENT CONTACTS**
Key Placement Contacts are program representatives that work with and exchange information with the Director of CASNR Student Services.

Dr. Neal Eash  Environmental & Soil Sciences  eash@utk.edu
Dr. Mark Fly  Wildland Recreation  markfly@utk.edu
Dr. Jerome Grant  Entomology & Plant Pathology  jgrant@utk.edu
**Ms. Emily Gray**  Office of the Dean  egray@utk.edu
Dr. Richard Heitmann  Animal Science  rheitman@utk.edu
Dr. Graham Hickling  Wildlife Health  ghicklin@utk.edu
Dr. Don Hodges  Forest Management  dhodges2@utk.edu
Dr. Sharon Jean-Philippe  Urban Forestry  jeanphil@utk.edu
Dr. John Mount  Food Science & Technology  jmount@utk.edu
Dr. Lisa Muller  Wildlife and Fisheries Science  lmuller@utk.edu
Dr. John Riley  Agricultural & Resource Economics  jriley@utk.edu
Mr. Andrew Pulte  Plant Sciences  apulte@utk.edu
Dr. Carrie Fritz Stephens  Agri. Leadership, Educ. & Comm.  cfritz@tennessee.edu
Dr. Daniel Yoder  Biosystems Engineering  dyoder@utk.edu

**RECRUITMENT COMMITTEE**
The Recruitment Committee is responsible for exchanging ideas, event information among the departments and the Office of the Dean, and serves as a communication conduit for the exchange of information and prospective student names/contact information between the Office of the Dean and the academic units.

**Ms. Anna Adams**  Office of the Dean  afilipek@utk.edu
Dr. Neal Eash  Biosystems Engr & Soil Science  eash@utk.edu
Mr. Aaron Fisher  Animal Science  afisher3@utk.edu
Ms. Emily Gray  Office of the Dean  egray@utk.edu
Dr. Sharon Jean-Philippe  Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries  jeanphil@utk.edu
Dr. Juan Luis Jurat-Fuentes  Entomology & Plant Pathology  jurat@utk.edu
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CASNR SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
The CASNR Scholarship Committee reviews scholarship applications and makes awards. They coordinate with departmental scholarship committees.

Dr. Mark Fly
Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries
markfly@utk.edu
Dr. Willie Hart
Biosystems Engr & Soil Sciences
whart@utk.edu
Dr. John Mount
Food Science & Technology
jmount@utk.edu
Mr. Andrew Pulte
Plant Sciences
apulte@utk.edu
Dr. Mike Yen
Agricultural & Resource Economics, ex officio
syen@utk.edu
Ms. Anna Adams
Office of the Dean, ex officio
afilipek@utk.edu
Ms. Leann McElhaney
Office of the Dean, ex officio
jmcelhan@utk.edu

CASNR HONORS COMMITTEE
The CASNR Honors Committee oversees the College's Honors Program with representatives serving as the liaison between the Committee and the departments and the students.

Dr. Kimberly Gwinn
Office of the Dean
kgwinn@utk.edu
Dr. Seong-Hoon Cho
Agricultural & Resource Economics
scho9@utk.edu
Dr. David Golden
Food Science & Technology
david.golden@tennessee.edu
Dr. Matthew Gray
Forestry, Wildlife & Fisheries
mgray11@utk.edu
Dr. Dean Kopsell
Plant Sciences
dkopsell@utk.edu
Dr. Bryan Patterson
patterbq@utk.edu
Dr. Mark Radosevich
Biosystems Engr & Soil Sciences
mrad@utk.edu
Dr. Kelly Robbins
Animal Science
krobbins@utk.edu
Dr. Mark Windham
Entomology & Plant Pathology
mwindham@utk.edu

DEAN OF LIBRARIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE/CASNR REPS
The Dean of Libraries Advisory Committee asks each dean to select two student representatives from each college. The committee is advisory to the Dean of Libraries.

William M. Nichols (Grad)
Biosystems Engineering & Soil Science
wnichol6@tennessee.edu
Austin Leedy (UG)
Animal Science
aleedy@utk.edu

PROVOST STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE/CASNR REPS
The Provost asks each dean to select one or two student representative(s) from their college (based on enrollment). The Committee is advisory to the Provost.

Mr. Kevin Hensley (UG)
Agricultural & Resource Economics
khensle4@utk.edu